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Alex Goel introduced team at Cancer Care Ontario.  
 
The needs are to ensure data is available for clinical and analytical use. There needs to be 
improvement in the transfer of healthcare data. The goal is to turn everything into Wikipedia articles 
This would increase the ease that clinicians’ access to records and data for patients. NIH (National 
Institute of Health) started working on links. The links were helpful for physicians as it linked data 
and graphics. The proprietary information was specific for NIH. There is a need to extend the 
proprietary information outside the NIH.  
 
The SDC (Structure Data Capture) TF (Technical Framework) is working on using forms to capture 
data. SDC is working with FHIR to have forms filled and returned to the public health agency. 
Currently, the public health agency can make a better use and availability of these forms.  
 
A use case starts with a form filler requesting a template. The ideal workflow is to use an EMR that 
is also submitted to the public health agency. The focus is to getting parts of the SDC form with 
specific queries. The FHIR Document Reference to transport SDC form. FHIR Observation will 
extract questions. Each SDC form is tracked and the back side of the form is changed to a URI. 
This tracks multiple changes in the form as well as the patient that the information is linked to. 
Document Reference stores the form on the FHIR server. The coding uses CAP codes but could be 
affiliated with RadLex or LOINC as well. The document reference is cycled back to throughout the 
system.  
 
Joel Francis gave a demonstration of the parser used. He used a dog parser that searched for all the 
questions with a selected attribute. The parser was run for each question answered. The question ID 
was used as a list in the observation resource. The construction ID is the reference on the bottom. It 
is a one to one for the questions. Radiality is body site, not an observation. Now, only observations 
are created. Radiality could be utilized by creating a parser, in the future. This is a proof of concept 
that will be presented in a couple weeks at the Connectathon. It appears that the code value seems 
the same, using alternate coding systems. The proof of concept duplication is due to the ability to 
return the same observation is from alternate areas. Ideally, specimen information should be entered 
on the surgeon end, allowing the pathologist to have the same information without a change in the 
answer through coding. The attributes need to bond together into a set-in order to have a valid 
observation. A code may need to be developed in conjunction with a FHIR profile. A form could be 
developed into something that the FHIR codes are readily assessed. Proof of concept is that one 
could do the more complex observations to integrate SDC forms and FHIR. A metadata mapping 
file would need to be created form value sets. The value sets would use the FHIR codes as a concept 
map in order to use the metadata maps.  
 
An observation can have one code or multiple data elements. Values need to be recorded through 
the observation, while having the same value throughout the process. Specimen collection and 



staging would need have this flow. The subject, question and answer need to be considered. The 
subject is usually the patient but could be the specimen. Some observation may deal with the patient 
or the specimen. The lab is specimen specific. Once the information leaves the lab, the information 
is patient specific. The subject of the observation is part of the context needed for every 
observation. The document reference includes the SDC form with the subject. From this the 
question/answer pairs are referenced and linked.  
 
The specimen comes into pathology. It is unknown at that time, if it is cancer. There may be ten 
different specimens or blocks from one surgery. There usually not a specific location identified with 
some of these multiple specimens. The pathology report is usually one report for a procedure. It is 
not slide specific. This may not make it to the report or EHR.  
 
An observation component takes several different values at the same time. These are usually 
recorded at the same time.  
 
The Cancer Interoperability meetings during the Connectathon and the week prior will be canceled. 
Please look for emails regarding the updates.  
 
This is just a culmination of 3 weeks work. Further updates will be available next week.  


